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a b s t r a c t
In failure probability estimation, importance sampling constructs a biasing distribution that
targets the failure event such that a small number of model evaluations is suﬃcient to
achieve a Monte Carlo estimate of the failure probability with an acceptable accuracy;
however, the construction of the biasing distribution often requires a large number of
model evaluations, which can become computationally expensive. We present a mixed
multiﬁdelity importance sampling (MMFIS) approach that leverages computationally cheap
but erroneous surrogate models for the construction of the biasing distribution and
that uses the original high-ﬁdelity model to guarantee unbiased estimates of the failure
probability. The key property of our MMFIS estimator is that it can leverage multiple
surrogate models for the construction of the biasing distribution, instead of a single
surrogate model alone. We show that our MMFIS estimator has a mean-squared error that
is up to a constant lower than the mean-squared errors of the corresponding estimators
that uses any of the given surrogate models alone—even in settings where no information
about the approximation qualities of the surrogate models is available. In particular, our
MMFIS approach avoids the problem of selecting the surrogate model that leads to the
estimator with the lowest mean-squared error, which is challenging if the approximation
quality of the surrogate models is unknown. We demonstrate our MMFIS approach on
numerical examples, where we achieve orders of magnitude speedups compared to using
the high-ﬁdelity model only.
© 2017 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
System inputs are often modeled as random variables to account for uncertainties in the inputs due to measurement
errors, noise, or small perturbations in the manufacturing processes. A high-ﬁdelity model of the system of interest maps
inputs onto model outputs that approximate the system outputs with the accuracy required by the problem at hand. With an
input random variable, the model output becomes a random variable as well. An important task in the context of reliability
analysis is the estimation of probabilities of failure events. Basic Monte Carlo estimation draws realizations from the input
random variable, evaluates the high-ﬁdelity model at the realizations, and derives a failure probability estimate from the
corresponding outputs. Because failure probabilities are typically small, basic Monte Carlo estimation typically requires a
large number of high-ﬁdelity model evaluations to derive estimates of an acceptable accuracy. Therefore, basic Monte Carlo
estimation can become computationally intractable if the high-ﬁdelity model is expensive to solve.
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One class of methods that accelerate Monte Carlo estimation derives problem-dependent sampling strategies such that
fewer samples are necessary to obtain an acceptable estimate of the failure probability than in basic Monte Carlo estimation.
One such method is importance sampling. The ﬁrst step of importance sampling is constructing a problem-dependent biasing distribution in which the failure event has a larger probability than in the original nominal distribution. In the second
step, the biasing distribution is used to derive an estimate of the failure probability, where the change in distribution is compensated via re-weighting the samples of the biasing distribution. The key challenge of importance sampling is constructing
a suitable biasing distribution. A general overview of importance sampling is given in [1–3]. Adaptive importance sampling
techniques iterate between the biasing distribution construction and the estimation step to iteratively construct and adapt
the biasing distribution as the computation proceeds [4–8]. The cross-entropy method [9,10] can be used to iteratively build
the biasing distribution. Another popular approach to accelerate Monte Carlo estimation of failure probabilities is the subset
method [11–13]. The subset method starts with an event that includes the failure event and that has a large probability
compared to the failure probability. The subset method then successively reﬁnes the event until the actual failure event of
interest is recovered. During the reﬁnement, a problem-dependent sampling strategy is constructed with which the failure
event can be estimated with few samples. A multilevel extension to the subset method is introduced in [14].
Another class of methods that accelerate Monte Carlo estimation uses surrogate models so that expensive high-ﬁdelity
model evaluations can be replaced with cheap surrogate evaluations. Examples of surrogate models include projection-based
reduced models [15,16], data-ﬁt interpolation and regression models [17], machine-learning-based models such as support
vector machines [18], and other simpliﬁed models [19]. However, simply replacing the high-ﬁdelity model with a surrogate model in a basic Monte Carlo estimator can lead to signiﬁcantly biased estimates of the failure probability [20,21].
Multiﬁdelity methods combine surrogate model and high-ﬁdelity model outputs to control, or even avoid, the bias that is
introduced by a surrogate model. In [22,23], the surrogate model is successively adapted during the Monte Carlo estimation
so that the surrogate model becomes an accurate approximation of the high-ﬁdelity model at the failure event. In [21,24],
an approach is presented that switches between a surrogate model and the high-ﬁdelity model depending on the error of
the surrogate model. The obtained estimators are unbiased if tolerance parameters are chosen well. The work [25] uses a
posteriori error estimators of a surrogate model to decide whether the surrogate model or the high-ﬁdelity model should be
used.
The two-ﬁdelity importance sampling approach introduced in [26] uses the surrogate model for the construction of the
biasing distribution and the high-ﬁdelity model to derive the estimate of the failure probability. The key property of the
two-ﬁdelity approach [26] is that the two-ﬁdelity estimator is an unbiased estimator of the failure probability, independent
of the availability of error guarantees on the surrogate model. A surrogate model that is a poor approximation of the
high-ﬁdelity model can lead to a two-ﬁdelity estimator that requires more evaluations of the high-ﬁdelity model than a basic
Monte Carlo estimator with the same mean-squared error (MSE); however, the unbiasedness of the two-ﬁdelity estimator
is guaranteed. If the surrogate model provides a reasonable approximation of the high-ﬁdelity model, then the two-ﬁdelity
approach can lead to signiﬁcant speedups compared to basic Monte Carlo estimation, see the numerical examples in [26].
The two-ﬁdelity approach presented in [26], as well as the methods [22,23,21,24,25] discussed above, can leverage only
a single surrogate model. If multiple surrogate models are given, one of the surrogate models has to be selected. Error
bounds for the surrogate model outputs are available only in limited problem settings, which means that it is challenging
in many situations to make an informed decision which of the surrogate models to use in a two-ﬁdelity approach. Even
if error bounds for the surrogate model outputs are available, it often remains challenging to propagate the bounds for
the outputs onto bounds for the MSE of two-ﬁdelity estimators that use the surrogate model. We present here a mixed
multiﬁdelity importance sampling (MMFIS) method that builds on the mixed importance sampling methodology of [27]
and the two-ﬁdelity approach of [26] to derive a biasing distribution from multiple surrogate models, instead of using a
single surrogate model alone. We show that the MSE of our MMFIS estimator is up to a constant as low as the MSE of the
best two-ﬁdelity estimator (i.e., the one that uses the surrogate model that leads to the lowest MSE). Our MMFIS estimator
avoids the problem of selecting one of the given surrogate models and is still guaranteed to achieve an MSE that is up to a
constant as low as the MSE of any of the two-ﬁdelity estimators derived from the given surrogate models. The constant is
equal to the number of surrogate models and therefore is typically small. Furthermore, our MMFIS estimator is an unbiased
estimator of the failure probability.
The outline of the presentation is as follows. Section 2 gives a problem deﬁnition and brieﬂy discusses basic Monte
Carlo estimation, importance sampling, and the two-ﬁdelity importance sampling method of [26]. Section 3 introduces our
MMFIS method that combines outputs of multiple surrogate models for the construction of a biasing distribution. Numerical
results in Section 4 demonstrate our MMFIS method on a structural reliability example and a shock propagation problem.
The conclusions in Section 5 close the presentation.
2. Failure probability estimation with importance sampling
This section gives the problem formulation and brieﬂy discusses Monte Carlo approaches to estimate failure probabilities. Section 2.1 deﬁnes the problem, and Section 2.2 introduces basic Monte Carlo estimation and importance sampling.
Section 2.3 introduces two-ﬁdelity importance sampling, which fuses outputs of a surrogate model with outputs of the highﬁdelity model to accelerate the estimation of failure probabilities compared to basic Monte Carlo estimation and importance
sampling.
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2.1. Problem deﬁnition


Consider a system with d ∈ N inputs and d ∈ N outputs. Let D ⊆ Rd be the input domain and Y ⊆ Rd the output
domain. The system is modeled by a high-ﬁdelity model f : D → Y , which maps inputs z ∈ D onto outputs f ( z ) ∈ Y . The
high-ﬁdelity model output f ( z ) approximates the actual system output in a suitable metric with the accuracy required by
the current problem at hand. The costs of evaluating f are 0 < w ∈ R.
Let (, F , P) be a probability space with sample space , σ -algebra F , and probability measure P on (, F ). Let
Z :  → D be a random variable with the probability density function p. Let further g : Y → R be a limit state function
that deﬁnes the set

G = { z ∈ D | g ( f ( z )) < 0} ⊂ D .
The failure probability P ∈ [0, 1] is

P = P[ Z −1 (G )] .
Deﬁne the indicator function IG : D → {0, 1} as


IG ( z ) =

1,

z∈G,

0,

else .

The failure probability P equals the expected value E p [IG ] of the indicator factor IG with respect to the density p, i.e.,


P = E p [IG ] =

IG ( z ) p ( z )dz .
D

The goal of the following methodology is to estimate the failure probability P in the case where P is small, i.e., P  1.
2.2. Failure probability estimation with Monte Carlo
This section discusses basic Monte Carlo estimation and importance sampling.
2.2.1. Basic Monte Carlo estimation
Let Z 1 , . . . , Z m be m ∈ N independent random variables that are distributed as the input random variable Z . The basic
Monte Carlo estimator of the failure probability P is
MC
Pm
=

m
1 

m

IG ( Z i ) .

i =1

MC
The costs of evaluating the basic Monte Carlo estimator P m
are

MC
c( P m
) = mw ,

because each of the m evaluations of the indicator function IG entails an evaluation of the model f and an evaluation of
the limit state function g. The costs of one evaluation of f are w. The costs of evaluating the limit state function g are
MC
typically negligible compared to the costs of f , and therefore we ignore the costs of g in the costs c ( P m
) of the basic
Monte Carlo estimator.
MC
The relative MSE of the basic Monte Carlo estimator P m
is
MC
er ( P m
)= 

MC
]
V p [IG ]
Vp [ P m
1
 =m
 ,
MC 2
MC 2
Ep [ P m ]
Ep [ P m
]

MC
if the variance V p [IG ] is ﬁnite with respect to the density p. Because the basic Monte Carlo estimator P m
is an unbiased
MC
estimator of P , the relative MSE of P m is

MC
er ( P m
)=

P (1 − P )
P 2m

=

1− P
Pm

.

(1)

MC
The relative MSE er ( P m
) shows that the basic Monte Carlo estimator requires many evaluations m of the high-ﬁdelity
model f to accurately estimate a small failure probability P . For example, if P = 10−5 , then m > 107 evaluations of f are
MC
required to obtain a basic Monte Carlo estimate of P with relative MSE er ( P m
) < 10−2 .
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2.2.2. Importance sampling
Importance sampling is a variance reduction approach that samples from a problem-dependent biasing distribution and
compensates the change in the distribution with a re-weighting [1–3]. Importance sampling consists of two steps in the
setting that we consider here. First, the biasing density q is constructed. Second, an estimate of the failure probability is
derived.
In the ﬁrst step, importance sampling constructs a biasing density q with support supp( p ) ⊆ supp(q), where p is the
density of the random variable Z and the support is deﬁned as

supp( p ) = { z ∈ D | p ( z ) > 0} .

(2)

The random variable Z and the density p are the nominal random variable and the nominal density, respectively. The
random variable Z  with biasing density q is the biasing random variable.
In the second step, the biasing density q and (2) are used to write the failure probability P as


P = E p [IG ] =


IG ( z ) p ( z )dz =

D

IG ( z )
D

p(z)
q( z )


q( z )dz = Eq IG

p
q


(3)

,

where the ratio p /q serves as a weighting factor to compensate that the expected value is taken with respect to the biasing
IS
density q. Using (3) leads to the importance sampling estimator P m
of P
IS
Pm
=

m
1 

m

IG ( Z i )

i =1

p ( Z i )

q( Z i )

(4)

,

 that are distributed as the biasing
with the independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables Z 1 , . . . , Z m

IS
random variable Z . Note that P m is an unbiased estimator of P , if supp( p ) ⊆ supp(q).
IS
The costs c ( P m
) of the importance sampling estimator are split into the costs of constructing the biasing density and
the costs of evaluating the model f at m realizations of the biasing random variable Z  . The relative MSE of the importance
IS
sampling estimator P m
is
p

IS
er ( P m
)

=

1 Vq IG q



m E P IS
q
m

2 ,

p

p

if the variance Vq [IG q ] is ﬁnite. If the biasing density q is constructed such that Vq [IG q ] < V p [IG ], then the importance
sampling estimator
of realizations m.

IS
Pm

MC
achieves a smaller relative MSE than the basic Monte Carlo estimator P m
with the same number

2.3. Two-ﬁdelity importance sampling
Let f (1) : D → Y be a surrogate model of the high-ﬁdelity model f . Evaluating the surrogate model f (1) has costs
0 < w 1 ∈ R. The costs w 1 are typically signiﬁcantly lower than the costs w of the high-ﬁdelity model. No assumptions
on the error of the surrogate output with respect to the high-ﬁdelity output are made here. Furthermore, no assumptions
on the type of the surrogate model are made either. The following methodology is applicable for heterogeneous types of
surrogate models, reaching from projection-based reduced models to data-ﬁt models to simpliﬁed-physics models, see the
discussion in Section 1.
In [26], a multiﬁdelity importance sampling approach is introduced that uses a surrogate model to construct the biasing
density q, and the high-ﬁdelity model to derive an estimate of the failure probability P . In the following, we refer to
the approach presented in [26] as two-ﬁdelity importance sampling because two models are used—a surrogate and the
high-ﬁdelity model. Step one of the two-ﬁdelity importance sampling method is constructing a biasing density. Let

z 1 , . . . , zn

(5)

be n ∈ N realizations of the random variable Z . The two-ﬁdelity approach of [26] evaluates the surrogate model f (1) at the
realizations (5) to obtain the surrogate model outputs f (1) ( z ), . . . , f (1) ( z ). The set

Z = z i | g ( f (1) ( z i )) < 0, i = 1, . . . , n



1

n

(6)

contains the realizations for which the surrogate model leads to a limit state function value below zero. Note that typically
|Z |  n, because only a few of the realizations (5) correspond to the failure described by the limit state function g if P  1.
A normal distribution is then ﬁtted to the realizations in Z . In [26], the expectation–maximization algorithm is used, but
(1)
any other density estimation approach [28–30] can be used. The result of the ﬁrst step is the biasing density qn , derived
(
1)
(
1)
from n evaluations of the surrogate model f , and the corresponding biasing random variable Z .
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The second step of the two-ﬁdelity importance sampling approach is estimating the failure probability P by using the
(1)
(1)
biasing random variable Z (1) . Let Z 1 , . . . , Z m be m i.i.d. random variables that are distributed as the biasing random
(
1)
variable Z . The two-ﬁdelity importance sampling estimator of P is then given by
(1 )

P n,m =

m
1 

m

(1 )

(1 )

IG ( Z i )

i =1

p( Z i )
(1 )

(1 )

(7)

.

qn ( Z i )
(1)

The high-ﬁdelity model f is evaluated in (7) by evaluating the indicator function IG . Therefore, the estimator P n,m is
a two-ﬁdelity estimator because it combines outputs of the surrogate model f (1) (construction of biasing density) with
(1)
outputs of the high-ﬁdelity model f . Note that the superscript (1) in the notation P n,m indicates that the random variables
(1)

(1)

Z 1 , . . . , Z m in (7) are distributed as the biasing random variable Z (1) , which is derived from surrogate model f (1) .
(1)

(1)

(1)

The costs c ( P n,m ) of the estimator P n,m are split into the costs of generating the biasing density qn , and the costs
(1)

for deriving the estimate of P . Constructing the biasing density qn requires n evaluations of the surrogate model. The
(1)
high-ﬁdelity model is evaluated at m realizations of the biasing random variable. Therefore, the costs of c ( P n,m ) are
(1 )

c ( P n,m ) = nw 1 + mw .
Note that the costs of ﬁtting the biasing density to the realizations in Z are ignored here, because these costs are typically
negligible compared to the costs of model evaluations, see [26].
3. Multiﬁdelity importance sampling with multiple surrogate models
We now consider the situation where we have given k > 1 surrogate models f (1) , . . . , f (k) : D → Y with costs 0 <
w 1 , . . . , w k ∈ R, and where any further information about these surrogate models is unavailable. In particular, no notion
of their approximation quality with respect to the high-ﬁdelity model is available. Therefore, it is unclear which of these
surrogate models leads to the biasing density that reduces the variance most in the two-ﬁdelity importance sampling
approach.
We propose here a mixed multiﬁdelity importance sampling (MMFIS) estimator that combines all k surrogate models
and the high-ﬁdelity model, and therefore our approach avoids the problem of selecting the particular surrogate model
that most reduces the variance. Our MMFIS estimator builds on the mixed importance sampling approach introduced in
[27] and the two-ﬁdelity importance sampling method discussed in Section 2.3. By combining all surrogate models in the
biasing construction step in a judicious way following [27], our MMFIS estimator guarantees that the relative MSE is up
to the factor k as low as the variance of the two-ﬁdelity importance sampling estimator with the (single) surrogate model
that leads to the lowest variance of all k given surrogate models; but without selecting that particular surrogate model that
reduces the variance most.
Our MMFIS approach is split into the biasing density construction and the estimation step. Section 3.1 gives details on
constructing the biasing density from k surrogate models. Section 3.2 presents the MMFIS estimator. The computational
procedure is summarized in Section 3.3. A cost and error analysis is given in Section 3.4.
3.1. Construction of biasing density
(i )

Our MMFIS approach constructs a biasing density qn , and the corresponding biasing random variable Z (i ) , from each
surrogate model f (i ) for i = 1, . . . , k. For i = 1, . . . , k, MMFIS draws n realizations z 1 , . . . , zn from Z and evaluates the
surrogate model f (i ) at these realizations to derive the set Z (i )

Z (i ) = { z j | g ( f (i ) ( z j )) < 0 , j = 1, . . . , n} ,
cf. the set Z deﬁned in (6). A separate set of realizations is drawn for each set Z (1) , . . . , Z (k) . From each set Z (i ) , i = 1, . . . , k,
(i )
a biasing density qn is constructed as described in Section 2.3. Note that if Z (i ) = ∅ (i.e., the set is empty), then we set
(i )
qn = p to the nominal density, for i = 1, . . . , k, see [26] for details. The number of realizations n can have a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the quality of the biasing densities with respect to variance reduction. In particular, in high-dimensional settings,
(i )
constructing a biasing density qn from a set Z (i ) with only few elements is challenging. In [26], an adaptive selection of
the number of realizations n is proposed, where the number of realizations with negative limit state function are used to
decide if an increase in the number n is necessary.
(1)
(k)
The biasing densities qn , . . . , qn are combined into the mixture density qn as

1  (i )
qn ( z ) .
k
k

qn ( z ) =

i =1

(8)
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In the sense of the sum in the deﬁnition of the mixture density qn in (8), the mixture density qn combines information
from all surrogate models f (1) , . . . , f (k) . Note that qn is in general different than directly constructing a density from the
union Z (1) ∪ · · · ∪ Z (k) .
3.2. Mixed multiﬁdelity importance sampling estimator
(1)

(k)

We follow [27] and use the mixture density qn and the densities qn , . . . , qn

P nMMFIS
=
,m

m


1  IG ( Z i ) p ( Z i ) −

m

k

( j)

j =1 β j qn

qn ( Z i )

i =1

( Z i )

+

k


to derive an estimator of P as

βj .

(9)

j =1

The estimator P nMMFIS
combines importance sampling and control variates [31,32]. The mixture density qn is the biasing den,m
 are i.i.d. as the random variable Z  with the density q . The densities q(1) , . . . , q(k)
sity and the random variables Z 1 , . . . , Z m
n
n
n
serve as control variates with the control variate coeﬃcients β = [β1 , . . . , βk ] T ∈ Rk . The estimator P nMMFIS
is an unbiased
,m
estimator of P , which follows from [27, Theorem 2] and [26, Theorem 1]. We refer to [27] for further details on combining
importance sampling and control variates in estimators of the form (9).
3.2.1. Determining the control variate coeﬃcients
depends on the control variate coeﬃcients β . We deﬁne the optimal control variate coeﬃcients β ∗
The estimator P nMMFIS
,m
to solve

β ∗ = arg minβ∈Rk Vqn [ P nMMFIS
,m ] ,
which means that β ∗ minimizes the variance of the P nMMFIS
estimator. The optimal coeﬃcients β ∗ are usually unavailable.
,m
We therefore derive approximate control variate coeﬃcients β̂ following [27]. Let f ∈ Rm be a vector deﬁned as

⎡

IG ( z 1 ) p ( z 1 )
qn ( z m )

⎢

f =⎢
⎣

..
.

IG ( z m ) p ( z m )
qn ( z m )

⎤
⎥
⎥ ∈ Rm ,
⎦

and let Q ∈ Rm×k be the matrix

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎣

(1)

qn ( z 1 )
qn ( z 1 )

..
.

Q =⎢

qn ( z 1 )
qn ( z 1 )

...

qn ( z m )
qn ( z m )

(1)

qn ( z m )
qn ( z m )

⎤

(k)

...
..
.

..
.

(k)

⎥
⎥
⎥ ∈ Rm×k .
⎦

With the vector f and the matrix Q , we rewrite the variance Vqn [ P nMMFIS
,m ] as

⎡⎛
⎞2 ⎤
k
T

⎢⎝ 1 ( f − Q β)
⎥
Vqn [ P nMMFIS
+
βj − P⎠ ⎦ .
,m ] = Eqn ⎣
m

j =1

Since we want to ﬁnd coeﬃcients β that lead to a small variance, we minimize the ﬁrst term

1 T ( f − Q β)
m
in the variance Vqn [ P nMMFIS
,m ]. Consider therefore the least-squares problem

β̂ = arg minβ∈Rk f − Q β

2
2

,

(10)

with the solution β̂ ∈ Rk and Euclidean norm · 2 . The columns of Q sum to the vector 1 with all components set to 1.
This means that the residual f − Q β̂ 22 of the least-squares problem (10) is zero at the solution β̂ .
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Algorithm 1 Mixed multiﬁdelity importance sampling.
1: procedure MMFIS( Z , f , f (1) , . . . , f (k) , g , n, m)
2:
for i = 1, . . . , k do
3:
Draw realizations z 1 , . . . , zn from Z
4:
Set Z (i ) = { z j | g ( f (i ) ( z j )) < 0, j = 1, . . . , n}
5:
6:
7:

(i )

Fit distribution qn to realizations in Z (i ) (see Section 2.3 and Section 3.1)
end for
Deﬁne mixture density

qn ( z ) =

k
1  (i )
qn ( z )
k
i =1

8:
9:

 of Z  with density q
Draw realizations z1 , . . . , zm
n
 ) p ( z  )/q ( z  )] T ∈ Rm
Assemble vector f = [IG ( z 1 ) p ( z 1 )/qn ( z 1 ), . . . , IG ( zm
n m
m

10:

Assemble matrix Q ∈ Rm×k with Q i j = qn ( z i )/qn ( z i ), i = 1, . . . , m, j = 1, . . . , k

11:

Compute β̂ = arg minβ∈Rk f − Q β

12:

Set P̂ nMMFIS
=
,m

( j)

k

i =1

2
2

β̂ i

P̂ nMMFIS
,m

13:
return
14: end procedure

3.2.2. The MMFIS estimator
Consider now the MMFIS estimator

P̂ nMMFIS
=
,m

m


1  IG ( Z i ) p ( Z i ) −

m

i =1

k

( j)

j =1 β̂ j qn

qn ( Z i )

( Z i )

+

k


β̂ j ,

(11)

j =1

which is the estimator P nMMFIS
deﬁned in (9) with coeﬃcients β̂ . The MMFIS estimator P̂ nMMFIS
simpliﬁes to
,m
,m

P̂ nMMFIS
=
,m

k


β̂ j ,

(12)

j =1

because the residual of (10) is zero. The effect of using the approximate coeﬃcients β̂ , instead of the optimal coeﬃcients β ∗ ,
on the relative MSE of the estimator P̂ nMMFIS
is asymptotically negligible under certain conditions. We refer to [27] for details.
,m
3.3. Computational procedure
The computational procedure of deriving an estimate of P with the MMFIS approach is summarized in Algorithm 1. The
inputs are the nominal random variable Z , the high-ﬁdelity model f , the surrogate models f (1) , . . . , f (k) , the limit state
function g, the number of realizations n for constructing the biasing density, and the number of realizations m for deriving
the MMFIS estimate.
(i )
In the loop of Algorithm 1 (lines 2–6), a biasing density qn is constructed from each surrogate model f (i ) , i = 1, . . . , k.
For each surrogate model, realizations are drawn from the nominal random variable Z , and then the realizations for which
the surrogate model predicts a failure are collected in the set Z (i ) . A distribution is then ﬁtted to the realizations in Z (i )
with, e.g., the expectation–maximization algorithm, as described in Section 2.3 and Section 3.1.
 are drawn
Line 7 of Algorithm 1 deﬁnes the mixture density qn , which serves as biasing density. Realizations z 1 , . . . , zm
from the biasing random variable Z  with density qn , from which the vector f and the matrix Q are assembled. The
coeﬃcients β̂ ∈ Rk are obtained by solving the least-squares problem (10). The MMFIS estimate is given as the sum of the
coeﬃcients β̂ . The MMFIS estimate is returned.
3.4. Cost and error analysis of MMFIS estimator
We ﬁrst analyze the costs of deriving an MMFIS estimate with Algorithm 1. We consider here only the costs of model
evaluations. Typically, evaluating the limit state function g and sampling the random variables have negligible costs compared to the costs of evaluating the surrogate and the high-ﬁdelity models. The matrix Q and the vector f in the
least-squares problem (10) can be derived from the high-ﬁdelity model outputs and the density outputs required in the
MMFIS estimator at no additional costs. In particular, no additional model evaluations are necessary to obtain the coeﬃcients β̂ with the least-squares problem (10). Additionally, we ignore the costs of ﬁtting a distribution to data points.
The costs of the MMFIS estimation can be split into the costs of constructing the biasing density and the costs of deriving
the estimate of P . Each surrogate model is evaluated at n inputs, and the high-ﬁdelity model is evaluated at m inputs. The
costs of the MMFIS estimator therefore are
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c ( P̂ nMMFIS
,m ) = n

k


w i + mw ,

i =1

where the n

k

i =1

w i are the costs for constructing the biasing densities and mw are the costs for deriving the estimate
(i )

using m high-ﬁdelity model evaluations. Note that the costs of the two-ﬁdelity estimator P n,m , which uses a single surrogate
(i )
model f (i ) only, are c ( P n,m ) = nw i

+ mw.
(i )

We compare the relative MSE er ( P̂ nMMFIS
,m ) of the MMFIS estimator to the relative MSE er ( P n,m ) of the two-ﬁdelity estimator that uses a single surrogate model f (i ) only. Consider ﬁrst the estimator P nMMFIS
with the optimal control variate
,m
∗

coeﬃcients β . It is shown in [27] that

1
k

(i )
Vqn [ P nMMFIS
,m ] ≤ min Vq(i ) [ P n,m ]
1≤i ≤k

(13)

n

holds under mild assumptions. The result (13) shows that the variance of the estimator P nMMFIS
with the optimal control
,m
variate coeﬃcients β ∗ is up to the factor k as low as the variance of any of the multiﬁdelity estimators P n,m that use a
(i )

= 1, . . . , k. Since the
with respect to P , the relative MSEs satisfy
single surrogate model f (i ) only, for i

1
k

P nMMFIS
,m

(1)
(k)
estimator and the estimators P n,m , . . . , P n,m are unbiased

(i )

er ( P nMMFIS
,m ) ≤ min er ( P n,m ) .

(14)

1≤i ≤k

The bound (14) on the relative MSE holds only for the estimator P nMMFIS
with the optimal control variate coeﬃcients β ∗ .
,m
Our numerical results will show, however, that the approximate coeﬃcients β̂ lead to similar behavior.
4. Numerical experiments
This section demonstrates the MMFIS estimator on two numerical examples. Section 4.1 considers a cantilever beam.
A force is applied to the beam and a failure occurs if the displacement of the beam exceeds a certain threshold. Section 4.2
considers a hyperbolic problem, where a shock travels through the spatial domain. Closure terms are necessary to derive
surrogate models that capture the shock front. Closure terms are typically derived in an ad-hoc way and with domain
expertise, and therefore it is often unclear which of the closure terms leads to an accurate surrogate model. Our MMFIS
estimator combines surrogate models obtained from various closure terms to derive an estimate of the probability that the
shock front moved beyond a threshold after a certain amount of time.
4.1. Displacement of cantilever beam
Consider a model that describes a cantilever beam in a three-dimensional spatial domain [33], see Fig. 1a. At time t = 0,
a force is applied at the tip of the beam, which leads to a response in the displacement of the beam in direction x3 .
4.1.1. Beam example: problem setup
The high-ﬁdelity model is the ﬁnite element model described in [33]. We use the implicit Euler method to discretize the
time domain. We simulate the beam until time T = 1.5 with a time step size δt = 10−4 . This leads to 1.5 × 104 time steps,
where in each time step a linear system with 240 unknowns is solved. Let D = R be the input domain. The high-ﬁdelity
model f : D → Y maps an input z ∈ D of the beam onto the output. The input z ∈ D deﬁnes the length | z| of the beam.
To deﬁne the output, let u 3 (t ) be the trajectory of the displacement of the tip of the beam in direction x3 over the time
(1) (2)
t ∈ [0, T ]. Let further u 3 , u 3 , · · · ∈ R be the local maxima of the trajectory u 3 (t ) ordered with respect to the time t, and
(5)

let ū 3 be the mean of the trajectory u 3 (t ). The output of f is deﬁned as y = u 3 − ū 3 , see Fig. 1b.
The input random variable Z is normally distributed with mean 1.1 and standard deviation 0.05. The task is to estimate
the probability P that the output is larger than 1.65 × 10−4 . The corresponding limit state function is g beam ( y ) = 1.65 ×
10−4 − y. We use an importance sampling estimate P nIS,m = 5.0066 × 10−4 as reference probability. The reference probability
is computed from m = 105 realizations. The biasing density is constructed from n = 105 high-ﬁdelity model evaluations by
ﬁtting a normal distribution to the model outputs with negative limit state function values, cf. Section 2.3. The number
of realizations n for constructing the biasing density can signiﬁcantly inﬂuence the quality of the estimate of the failure
probability, see the discussion in Section 3.1. To ensure that our reference estimate P nIS,m is accurate, we set the number of
realizations m for the estimate high. The estimated variance of the reference importance sampling estimator corresponding
to P nIS,m is less than 10−12 .
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Fig. 1. Beam example: A force is applied to a cantilever beam as shown in (a). The plot in (b) visualizes the output of the beam problem. The output is the
difference between the mean displacement in direction x3 and the ﬁfth local maximum of the displacement trajectory.

Fig. 2. The plot shows that surrogate model f (1) leads to a biasing density with mean near 0.95, whereas the mean of the nominal density is 1.1. The
biasing density corresponding to the surrogate model f (2) has a high peak near 1 and is low for large parts of the input domain, which reﬂects that f (2)
is a poor approximation of the high-ﬁdelity model.

4.1.2. Beam example: surrogate models
We construct two surrogate models f (1) , f (2) : D → Y . Surrogate model f (1) is constructed with proper orthogonal
decomposition (POD) [16]. Let therefore z1 , . . . , z100 ∈ D be 100 realizations of the input random variable Z . For each realization, the high-ﬁdelity model is simulated, and the corresponding states are stored at every 150-th time step. This leads
to 100 × 100 = 10, 000 states, from which we derive the POD basis. We keep the ﬁrst 15 POD basis vectors. The surrogate
model operators are obtained via Galerkin projection of the high-ﬁdelity model operators onto the space spanned by the
POD basis. Surrogate model f (2) is derived with balanced truncation for the high-ﬁdelity model at z = 1. The surrogate
model f (2) uses 15 basis vectors. Note that we construct surrogate model f (2) for the input z = 1 only on purpose, so that
we expect that the surrogate model f (2) is accurate near z = 1 only and fails to provide an accurate approximation of the
high-ﬁdelity model at other inputs.
4.1.3. Beam example: results
(1)
(2)
Fig. 2 shows the nominal density of the random variable Z and the biasing densities qn and qn derived from the
(2)
(
1)
(
2)
5
surrogate model f
and f
from n = 10 realizations. The biasing density qn has a sharp peak near input z = 1,
(1)
which is the input around the surrogate model was created. The density qn corresponding to the surrogate model f (1) is
(2)
signiﬁcantly smoother than the density qn .
We now compare the relative MSE of four estimators:

• The importance sampling estimator P nIS,m , where the biasing density is constructed by evaluating the high-ﬁdelity model
at n realizations of Z and ﬁtting a normal distribution to the model outputs with negative limit state function values.
(1)

(2)

• The two-ﬁdelity estimators P n,m and P n,m that are derived as in Section 2.3 and that use a single surrogate model for
the construction of the biasing density.

• The MMFIS estimator P̂ nMMFIS
that uses both surrogate models f (1) and f (2) as described in Section 3 and Algorithm 1.
,m
The four estimators use the high-ﬁdelity model to derive the estimate of the failure probability P . They are unbiased
estimators of the failure probability P , and they use n = 105 realizations to construct the biasing densities. The importance
(1)
sampling estimator P nIS,m serves as our benchmark estimator in terms of the relative MSE. The two-ﬁdelity estimators P n,m
(2)

and P n,m serve as benchmarks in terms of runtime. This means that we want our MMFIS estimator to have a relative MSE
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Fig. 3. Beam example: To avoid the selection of a surrogate model for variance reduction in the two-ﬁdelity approach, our MMFIS approach combines all
surrogates. In this example, our MMFIS approach shows a relative MSE that is similar to the relative MSE of the two-ﬁdelity estimator with the lowest
variance (“2F, surrogate f (1) ”). The runtime for constructing the biasing density with our MMFIS estimator is larger than with the two-ﬁdelity estimators;
however, our runtime is still signiﬁcantly lower than the runtime of using the high-ﬁdelity model only.

Fig. 4. Beam example: In case the construction of the biasing density dominates the costs of the failure probability estimation, our MMFIS approach
(“MMFIS, multiﬁdelity”) achieves an error/cost ratio that lies between the two-ﬁdelity estimator that uses surrogate model f (1) (“2F, surrogate f (1) ”),
which requires selecting the surrogate model that leads to the lowest variance of the two surrogate models, and the estimator that uses the high-ﬁdelity
model (“IS, high-ﬁdelity”).

similar to the importance sampling estimator P nIS,m , with costs that are similar to the costs of the two-ﬁdelity estimators
(1)

(2)

P n,m and P n,m .
(1)

Fig. 3a shows the relative MSEs of the four estimators. The relative MSE of the two-ﬁdelity estimator P n,m that uses
surrogate model f (1) shows a similar behavior to the relative MSE of the importance sampling estimator P nIS,m that uses
the high-ﬁdelity model for constructing the biasing density. This conﬁrms that surrogate model f (1) provides a reasonably
good approximation of the high-ﬁdelity model for creating a biasing density. In contrast, the relative MSE of the two-ﬁdelity
(2)
estimator P n,m , which uses surrogate model f (2) , stays constant near 1 even for a large number of realizations m = 105 .
Surrogate model f (2) therefore seems to be a poor approximation of the high-ﬁdelity model, leading to a biasing density
that cannot reduce the variance. This experiment shows that the selection of a surrogate model can signiﬁcantly inﬂuence
the variance reduction that is achieved with two-ﬁdelity importance sampling. Our MMFIS estimator avoids the problem
of selecting a single surrogate model and uses both surrogate models to derive a biasing density. The relative MSE of our
MMFIS estimator is similar to the relative MSE of the importance sampling estimator, even though both surrogate models
are used.
Consider now the costs of the estimators. The costs of the estimators differ only in the costs of constructing the biasing
densities because all four estimators use the high-ﬁdelity model to derive the estimate. The costs of constructing the biasing
densities are reported in Fig. 3b. Our MMFIS estimator has signiﬁcantly lower costs than the importance sampling estimator,
and only slightly higher costs than the two-ﬁdelity estimators. This is conﬁrmed in Fig. 4, which shows the relative MSE
and cost ratios of the estimators. The costs are the total costs, including the costs of constructing the biasing densities
and the costs of the high-ﬁdelity model evaluations for deriving the estimate. The MMFIS estimator P nMMFIS
has a lower
,m
MSE/cost ratio than the importance sampling estimator P nIS,m , except for large numbers of realizations m where the costs of
constructing the biasing density become negligible.
4.1.4. Beam example: effect of the control variates
The control variate coeﬃcients β̂ for n = 105 and m = 104 are reported in Table 1. The reported numbers are the
averages of the coeﬃcients over ﬁve runs. First, notice that the control variate coeﬃcients vary by more than one order of
magnitude in the beam example (ﬁrst row of Table 1). The coeﬃcient β̂1 corresponding to surrogate model f (1) is larger
than the coeﬃcient β̂2 of surrogate f (2) , which reﬂects that surrogate f (1) provides a more accurate approximation of the
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Table 1
The table reports the control variate coeﬃcients β̂ obtained with the optimization problem (10)
for n = 105 and m = 104 realizations.

beam
shock propagation

β̂1

β̂2

5.1836 × 10−4
−2.4844 × 10−8

−1.3524 × 10−5
−1.4552 × 10−4

β̂3
–
1.3282 × 10−3

Fig. 5. The plots show that the control variates in our MMFIS estimator have a small effect on the relative MSE in the beam and the shock propagation
example; however, the analysis discussed in Section 3.4 shows that our MMFIS estimator, which uses control variates, guarantees bounds on the relative
MSE that can be signiﬁcantly lower than the bounds on the relative MSE of mixture importance sampling estimators, which ignore control variates [36].

high-ﬁdelity model than f (2) . Since the MMFIS estimator (12) is the sum of the control variate coeﬃcients, the value of β1
dominates the value of the MMFIS estimate, and therefore the biasing density derived from f (1) has a larger effect on the
MMFIS estimator than the biasing density derived from f (2) .
Let us now consider the mixture importance sampling estimator without control variates, which is deﬁned as

P̂ nMixIS
,m =

m
1  IG ( Z i ) p ( Z i )
,
m
qn ( Z i )

(15)

i =1

 are i.i.d. with the random variable with density q . Note that P̂ MixIS uses the same
where the random variables Z 1 , . . . , Z m
n
n,m

mixture density qn as our MMFIS estimator P̂ nMMFIS
but ignores the control variates used in our MMFIS estimator. We refer
,m
to, e.g., [34,27] for details on such mixture importance sampling estimators without control variates. The estimator P̂ nMixIS
,m
equals the multiple importance sampling estimator if the weights are selected with the balance heuristic, see [35] and [36,
p. 9]. Fig. 5a compares our MMFIS estimator to the estimator P̂ nMixIS
,m . In this example, the estimator without control variates
P̂ nMixIS
,m achieves a similar relative MSE as our MMFIS estimator; however, our MMFIS estimator is guaranteed to achieve a
relative MSE that is up to a constant equal or less than the relative MSE of a two-ﬁdelity estimator that uses any of the
surrogate models alone, see the discussion in Section 3.4. Mixture importance sampling estimators without control variates
achieve weaker bounds on the relative MSE in general, see, e.g., [34,36].
4.1.5. Beam example with two parameters
We extend the beam example introduced in Section 4.1.1 to have the force applied to the tip of the beam as another
input. Thus, the input is a vector z = [ z1 , z2 ] T , where z1 is the length input as deﬁned in Section 4.1.1 and z2 is the force.
The corresponding random vector Z = [ Z 1 , Z 2 ] T is normally distributed with mean [1.1, 1.1] T and covariance matrix



0.0025
0
0
0.0025


.

We estimate the probability that the output is larger than 1.86 × 10−4 and obtain a reference probability of P nIS,m = 9.3317 ×

10−4 from m = 104 high-ﬁdelity model evaluations. We build surrogate models as described in Section 4.1.2, except that we
keep 30, instead of 15, basis vectors. The surrogate model f (2) is constructed for the input z = [1, 1] T . Fig. 6 reports the
relative MSE and the runtime of the importance sampling estimator, the two-ﬁdelity estimators, and our MMFIS estimator.
Our MMFIS estimator achieves similar results as in the beam example with a single input by providing an estimate that
is about as accurate as the importance sampling estimator that uses the high-ﬁdelity model alone with signiﬁcantly lower
runtime costs.
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Fig. 6. Beam example with two inputs: Our MMFIS approach provides estimates with similar accuracy and costs as in the beam example with a single
input.

4.2. Shock propagation
Consider the Burgers’ equation

∂ u (x, t ; ν , z)
∂ u (x, t ; ν , z)
∂ 2 u (x, t ; ν , z)
+ u (x, t ; ν , z)
=ν
,
∂t
∂x
∂ x2

(16)

where x ∈ [0, 1] is the spatial variable, t ∈ (0, ∞) is time, ν ∈ [10−3 , 10−4 ] is the viscosity parameter, z ∈ D = R is the input,
and u : [0, 1] × [0, ∞) × [10−3 , 10−4 ] × D → R is the solution function. The initial condition is



u (x, 0; ν , z) =

0,

if x − z ≥ 0.5 ,

1,

else .

(17)

The input z ∈ D deﬁnes the initial position of the shock in the spatial domain [0, 1] through the initial condition (17), and
the output is the position of the shock at time t = 1.
4.2.1. Shock propagation: high-ﬁdelity and surrogate models
We discretize the Burgers’ equation (16) in the spatial domain with the ﬁnite element method with piecewise linear
ﬁnite elements. We use an equidistant grid of 512 grid points x1 , . . . , x512 in the spatial domain [0, 1]. The time domain is
discretized with the implicit Euler method at t 1 , . . . , t 1000 time steps with time step size δt = 10−3 . The high-ﬁdelity model
f : D → Y maps the input onto the shock position at time t = 1, with the viscosity parameter set to ν = 10−4 . The shock
position is determined by searching for the maximal value of the state at the grid points x1 , . . . , x512 .
Deﬁne a trajectory as a matrix U (ν , z) ∈ R512×1000 with

⎡

⎤
. . . u (x1 , t 1000 ; ν , z)
⎢
⎥
..
..
512×1000
..
U (ν , z) = ⎣
,
⎦∈R
.
.
.
u (x512 , t 1 ; ν , z) . . . u (x512 , t 1000 ; ν , z)
u (x1 , t 1 ; ν , z)

ν and the input z. We construct a global POD basis from the matrix
⎤

which depends on the parameter

⎡

U (10−3 , −0.2) T
⎢ U (10−4 , −0.2)T ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ U (10−3 , −0.125)T ⎥
⎥
U =⎢
⎢ U (10−4 , −0.125)T ⎥ .
⎢
⎥
⎣ U (10−3 , −0.05)T ⎦
U (10−4 , −0.05) T

We keep 30 POD basis vectors and create the POD reduced model operators by (Galerkin) projection of the high-ﬁdelity
model operators onto the space spanned by the ﬁrst 30 POD basis vectors.
For low viscosities, the convection term dominates the ﬂow behavior. It has been observed that surrogate models based
on low-dimensional POD spaces can lose long-term stability. Therefore, such models have to be stabilized, e.g., through
additive closure terms [37–42], which are motivated by Large Eddy Simulation. This is an active area of research, and
ﬁnding a proper closure model is still an open problem. In many situations, closure terms are derived in an ad-hoc way
and with domain expertise. We consider three closure terms discussed in [37]. Surrogate model f (1) uses the closure term
that is called “POD-ROM-MK” in [37, Section 3.3.1] and which is based on the spectral vanishing viscosity concept of [43].
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Fig. 7. Burgers’ equation: The plot in (a) shows the shock positions at ﬁnal time t = 1 as predicted by the three surrogate models and compares the positions
to the position obtained with the high-ﬁdelity model. Surrogate model f (1) is a poor approximation of the high-ﬁdelity model, which is reﬂected in the
corresponding biasing densities as shown in (b).

Fig. 8. Burgers’ equation: The relative MSE of our MMFIS estimator is similar to the relative MSEs of the two-ﬁdelity estimators that either use surrogate
model f (2) or f (3) . Additionally, the runtime for constructing the biasing density with our MMFIS approach is signiﬁcantly lower than the runtime of the
importance sampling estimator that uses the high-ﬁdelity model.

The closure term “POD-ROM-H” [37, Section 3.3.1] of surrogate model f (2) uses the eddy viscosity concept to compensate
for the lost energy due to the POD representation [44]. Surrogate model f (3) employs the closure term “POD-ROM-CL” [37,
Section 3.3.1], which is another closure term based on the spectral vanishing viscosity concept. We refer to [37] for details
on these closure terms and for further references.
4.2.2. Shock propagation: failure probability estimation
We consider the input random variable Z that is normally distributed with mean −0.17 and standard deviation 0.025.
The input random variable Z determines the initial position of the shock. We are interested in the limit state function
g Burgers ( y ) = − y + 0.9, which means we estimate the probability that the shock position is larger than 0.9 at time t = 1. We
set ν = 10−4 . The importance sampling estimator P nIS,m gives the reference probability 1.18 × 10−3 , with m = 106 realizations
for the estimation, and n = 105 samples for constructing the biasing density with the high-ﬁdelity model.

4.2.3. Shock propagation: results
Fig. 7a shows the output of the high-ﬁdelity model and the three surrogate models for inputs in [−0.25, 0]. The surrogate
model f (1) leads to a poor approximation of the high-ﬁdelity model. The surrogate models f (2) and f (3) predict a similar
shock position as the high-ﬁdelity model for inputs in the range [−0.25, −0.08]. Consider now the corresponding biasing
(1) (2) (3)
densities qn , qn , qn plotted in Fig. 7b. The biasing densities reﬂect the result of Fig. 7a. The surrogate models f (2) and
f (3) lead to biasing densities with mean near −0.1. Fig. 7a shows that inputs near −0.1 lead to a shock position near 0.9,
(2)
(3)
(1)
and therefore the biasing densities qn and qn seem to be reasonable. In contrast, the biasing density qn derived from the
(
1)
surrogate model f
corresponds to a similar mean as the nominal random variable Z , which means that the corresponding
two-ﬁdelity estimator has a similar variance as the basic Monte Carlo estimator.
(1)
(2)
(3)
Fig. 8 shows the relative MSE of the two-ﬁdelity estimators P n,m , P n,m , P n,m that use a single surrogate model only, the
relative MSE of the importance sampling estimator P nIS,m , and the relative MSE of our MMFIS estimator P̂ nMMFIS
,m . The relative
(1)

MSE of the two-ﬁdelity estimator P n,m reﬂects that the surrogate model f (1) is a poor approximation of the high-ﬁdelity
model. In contrast, our MMFIS estimator achieves a similar relative MSE to the importance sampling estimator that uses
the high-ﬁdelity model for constructing the biasing density. Table 1 reports the control variate coeﬃcients β̂ , which reﬂect
that f (2) and f (3) provide a suﬃciently accurate approximation of f for constructing a biasing density. A comparison of
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Fig. 9. Burgers’ equation: The plot reports the relative MSE and costs ratios of the estimators that use a single model only and our MMFIS estimator. Our
MMFIS estimator has a better error/cost ratio than using the high-ﬁdelity model only, and a signiﬁcantly better ratio than the two-ﬁdelity estimator that
uses surrogate model f (1) .

our MMFIS estimator with the importance sampling estimator that uses the mixture density (15) is shown in Fig. 5b. Our
MMFIS estimator and the importance sampling estimator achieve comparable relative MSEs. Note the discussion on the
variance bounds of the two estimators in Section 4.1.4.
Fig. 8b compares the costs of constructing the biasing densities of the ﬁve estimators. The MMFIS estimator is more
expensive than the two-ﬁdelity estimators, because all surrogate models are evaluated, but the MMFIS estimator is signiﬁcantly cheaper than the importance sampling estimator P nIS,m that uses the high-ﬁdelity model only. In that sense, our
MMFIS is cheaper than using the high-ﬁdelity model only and it guarantees to achieve a variance reduction up to a constant
as selecting the two-ﬁdelity estimator with the lowest variance. Fig. 9 compares the ﬁve estimators with respect to the ratio
of relative MSE and costs. The results conﬁrm that the MMFIS estimator achieves a relative MSE/costs ratio between the best
two-ﬁdelity estimator and the importance sampling estimator that uses the high-ﬁdelity model only. However, the MMFIS
estimator is robust, since its error/costs ratio does not depend upon a priori selection of the best surrogate model.
5. Conclusions
We presented a multiﬁdelity approach to importance sampling that leverages multiple surrogate models for speeding
up the construction of a biasing distribution and that uses the high-ﬁdelity model to derive an unbiased estimate of the
failure probability. The key property of our multiﬁdelity approach is that it can leverage all given surrogate models and so
avoids the problem of selecting a single surrogate model. In that sense, our multiﬁdelity approach goes beyond the usual
two-ﬁdelity approaches that combine a single surrogate model with the high-ﬁdelity model. Following [27], we proved
that our multiﬁdelity estimator has an MSE that is up to a constant as low as using only the surrogate model that leads
to the lowest MSE of all given surrogate models. Our multiﬁdelity approach therefore is more robust than a two-ﬁdelity
approach that relies on an a priori selection of a surrogate model. In particular, the multiﬁdelity approach is a good option
in situations where multiple surrogate models are available, but their relative quality is unknown. Our numerical results
provided evidence of the theoretical analysis.
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